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Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out to obtain thermodynamic
and transport properties of the binary mixture H2O+NaCl at temperatures from T = 298 to 473 K.
In particular, vapor pressures, liquid densities, viscosities, and vapor-liquid interfacial tensions have
been obtained as functions of pressure and salt concentration. Several previously proposed fixed-
point-charge models that include either Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 or exponential-6 (Exp6) functional
forms to describe non-Coulombic interactions were studied. In particular, for water we used the SPC
and SPC/E (LJ) models in their rigid forms, a semiflexible version of the SPC/E (LJ) model, and the
Errington-Panagiotopoulos Exp6 model; for NaCl, we used the Smith-Dang and Joung-Cheatham
(LJ) parameterizations as well as the Tosi-Fumi (Exp6) model. While none of the model combina-
tions are able to reproduce simultaneously all target properties, vapor pressures are well represented
using the SPC plus Joung-Cheathem model combination, and all LJ models do well for the liquid
density, with the semiflexible SPC/E plus Joung-Cheatham combination being the most accurate. For
viscosities, the combination of rigid SPC/E plus Smith-Dang is the best alternative. For interfacial
tensions, the combination of the semiflexible SPC/E plus Smith-Dang or Joung-Cheatham gives the
best results. Inclusion of water flexibility improves the mixture densities and interfacial tensions, at
the cost of larger deviations for the vapor pressures and viscosities. The Exp6 water plus Tosi-Fumi
salt model combination was found to perform poorly for most of the properties of interest, in par-
ticular being unable to describe the experimental trend for the vapor pressure as a function of salt
concentration. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903928]

I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of aqueous electrolyte solutions has been
extensively studied in the context of geochemistry, in-
terplanetary science, separation processes, and biophysical
chemistry.1 An accurate estimation of thermodynamic and
transport properties of the H2O+NaCl system is required for
the design of new processes in connection to several major
current research thrusts. For example, desalination processes
are important for parts of the world where fresh water supplies
are limited. Aqueous electrolyte thermodynamic and transport
properties play a key role in carbon capture and storage pro-
cesses, in which CO2 is injected into geologic formations that
typically contain aqueous brines.

From a physicochemical point of view, the polar and
hydrogen-bonding characteristics of water combined with the
ionic character of strong electrolytes make quantitative mod-
eling of solution properties and structure quite challenging.
The most common approach for aqueous electrolytes is to use
activity coefficient models such as Pitzer’s.2 However, the ac-
tivity coefficient models cannot be used to obtain volumetric
properties. Empirical (cubic) equations of state have been de-

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
azp@princeton.edu

veloped for this purpose.3, 4 Although many properties can be
correlated with this approach, it is not useful for predictions
outside the range of experimental data. Models based on per-
turbation theory (e.g., statistical associating fluid theory) have
been used to study aqueous solutions of electrolytes in re-
cent years. Galindo et al. developed such an equation of state
to study the vapor pressures and liquid densities of aqueous
solutions of strong electrolytes at low temperatures.5 Weak
electrolyte solutions were modeled by Held and Sadowski.6

Economou et al.7 studied the vapor-liquid equilibria of several
associated alkali halide salts at elevated pressures and temper-
atures using the associated perturbed-anisotropic-chain the-
ory. These models can also be used to predict interfacial prop-
erties of electrolyte solutions when combined with density
functional theory.8 In these perturbation theory based models,
water is often modeled as a dielectric continuum, and elec-
trostatic interactions are handled approximately through the
Poisson-Boltzmann or integral equations, which limits their
applicability and predictive power.

Several prior molecular simulation studies have been per-
formed for aqueous electrolyte solutions, in particular for the
system H2O+NaCl of interest to the present work. Many of
these studies have focused on the structure of the solution.
For instance, Hummer et al.9 carried out molecular dynam-
ics simulations of the effect of salt concentration on the pair
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correlation functions, using SPC10 as the water model and
the Pettitt and Rossky parameters11 to describe ion-ion and
water-ion interactions. A comparable study was carried out by
Brodholt12 using SPC/E13 as the water model and the Smith-
Dang (SD) force field for NaCl.14 The structure of NaCl solu-
tions using TIP4P15 as the water model was obtained by Gallo
et al.16 using the Jensen17 ion parameters. Chialvo et al.18

performed molecular dynamics simulations to calculate the
association and equilibrium constants of the NaCl ion pair at
infinite dilution and supercritical conditions, using SPC wa-
ter, the Tosi-Fumi (TF)19 potential to represent the ion-ion
interactions and three different potentials to account for the
ion-water interactions. Lyubartsev and Laaksonen20 studied
the coordination numbers and three-body correlation func-
tions in NaCl solutions using a flexible version of the SPC
water model. Solubility calculations of NaCl in aqueous so-
lutions have been recently reported by Moučka et al.21 using
seven force fields compatible with the SPC/E13 water model.
Interestingly, none of the force fields were found to be able
to reproduce the experimental data quantitatively. A similar
study using the Smith-Dang14 NaCl force field and SPC/E wa-
ter was carried out by Sanz and Vega.22 There have also been
several studies regarding the determination of surface ten-
sion of electrolyte solutions by computer simulations. Bhatt
et al. calculated the interfacial tensions of NaCl and NaF
solutions by molecular dynamics simulations, and compared
explicit-water with solvent-primitive models.23 Bahadur et al.
obtained surface tensions for the vapor-liquid, solid-liquid,
and solid-vapor interfaces of the NaCl-water-air system.24

Several polarizable water and ion models have been devel-
oped for aqueous salt solutions, most focusing on the struc-
ture and thermodynamic properties of dilute solutions.25–27

Neyt et al.28 obtained the interfacial tension and densities of
salt solutions using polarizable water models based on the
Drude model; their study concluded that these models are
unable to reproduce the changes in surface tension with salt
concentration.

Despite the importance of aqueous brines, little prior sim-
ulation work has been performed on vapor-liquid equilibria
for the system H2O+NaCl. To the best of our knowledge,
the only such prior study is by Strauch and Cummings,29, 30

using Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo at T = 375 and 473
K and a single salt concentration, with SPC water and the
Tosi-Fumi model for ion-ion interactions. Water-ion interac-
tions were calculated using the parameters of Chandrasekhar
et al.31 This early study did not reach quantitative conclusions
on the effects of salt on the vapor pressure of water. The only
prior study of the viscosity for the binary system H2O+NaCl
is by Ge et al.32 who used non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics simulations at supercritical conditions for the
solvent.

The present work aims to study several key properties of
the mixture H2O + NaCl over a wide range of salt concentra-
tions, temperatures, and pressures, using different fixed-point-
charge force field combinations. The objective of the study
is to validate such model combinations with respect to va-
por pressures (and by implication osmotic coefficients), liquid
densities, vapor-liquid interfacial tensions, and viscosities of
the mixture. The NaCl force fields we consider are compatible

with the SPC10 and the SPC/E13 water models. In addition, a
semiflexible version of the SPC/E water model33 is of inter-
est. Recent work of Orozco et al.34 found that the Errington-
Panagiotopoulos Exp6 water model35 is able to reproduce ac-
curately the phase behavior of the mixture H2O + CO2 over a
wide range of pressures and temperatures; for this reason this
model is also included here. For the NaCl Lennard Jones (LJ)-
based force fields, the SD14 and Joung-Cheatham (JC)36 mod-
els are considered since these reproduce the solubilities of
NaCl in water reasonably well, according to prior studies.21, 22

To combine with the Exp6 water model, the TF potential19 for
NaCl is used, as it has a similar functional form and repro-
duces with good accuracy physical properties of pure NaCl,
such as the melting point.37

This paper is organized as follows. Simulation details and
methodology of the Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics
calculations are given in Secs. II A and II B, respectively. The
force field parameters are described in Sec. II C. Results for
vapor pressures, liquid densities, viscosities, and interfacial
tensions are presented in Sec. III. Finally, the main conclu-
sions and prospects are given in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

A. Monte Carlo

Gibbs-ensemble Monte Carlo simulations were per-
formed at constant volume and temperature (NV T )38, 39 so
as to obtain the vapor pressures of the binary system. Liquid
densities were calculated in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) en-
semble. In addition to in-house developed code, the Cassandra
suite of Monte Carlo codes40 (customized beta release ver-
sion) were used for the calculations, with excellent agreement
between the two sets of codes.

For both the Gibbs- and NPT-ensemble simulations, a to-
tal of 550 water molecules along with 1–54 NaCl molecules
were used in most of the runs. The lowest number of NaCl
molecules corresponds to molality m = 0.10 mol/kg and the
highest number corresponds to m = 5.45 mol/kg. Finite-size
effects were tested by doubling the system size at both low
and high molalities at a single temperature, T = 473 K; the
results obtained were within statistical uncertainties of those
of the base system size, suggesting that finite-size effects are
small. A typical simulation run consisted of 50× 106 Monte
Carlo steps for equilibration, followed by a production pe-
riod of 150× 106 Monte Carlo steps. Depending on the num-
ber of salt molecules, this took between 40 and 50 h using
four 2.6 GHz Sandybridge processors. Statistical uncertain-
ties were obtained by dividing the production period of the
simulations into four blocks.

For the LJ potential, a cutoff of 9 Å was used and analyt-
ical long-range corrections were applied. The Ewald summa-
tion was used to handle long-range electrostatic interactions
with a maximum of 7 vectors for each direction in reciprocal
space. The Monte Carlo moves used for the Gibbs ensemble
simulations were volume changes (constituting a fraction of
0.005 of total moves), rigid rotations (0.325), center of mass
translations (0.325), and transfer of particles with configura-
tional bias (0.345).41 It was assumed that no salt is present
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in the vapor phase, and the transfer probability of NaCl was
set to zero, as in Ref. 29. This is not an artificial constraint;
molecular dynamics simulations at comparable conditions42

demonstrate that there is no salt present in the vapor phase at
the temperature range of interest, even when ions are allowed
– in principle – to move between phases. For the NPT calcu-
lations, the Monte Carlo moves used were isotropic volume
changes (0.005), and rigid rotations or center-of-mass trans-
lations in equal proportions.

B. Molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics simulations for the viscosity were
performed in cubic boxes with periodic boundary conditions
imposed in all directions, using the open-source GROMACS
package43–45 (Version 4.6.3). Initially, the system was equili-
brated for a period of 10 ns in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT)
ensemble, using a Berendsen thermostat and barostat,46 with
both coupling constants set to 1 ps. This period was more
than adequate for the system structure and thermodynamic
properties to converge and ensured well-equilibrated systems
at all temperatures and pressures studied. The presence of
strong ionic interactions necessitates the use of longer equi-
libration periods relative to simulations of pure water. Subse-
quently, for the determination of viscosities, 10 ns produc-
tion runs were performed in the canonical (NV T ) ensem-
ble, with integration timestep of 1 fs. The temperature was
maintained using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat,47, 48 with cou-
pling constant of 1 ps. The elements of the pressure ten-
sor were sampled every timestep. As previously, the num-
ber of H2O molecules was 500 while the number of NaCl
molecules varied according to the desired molality. Long-
range Coulombic interactions were handled using the particle-
mesh Ewald method.49, 50 Fourth-order interpolation was used
along with a Fourier-spacing parameter of 0.12, correspond-
ing to an accuracy of approximately 5×10−3 in electrostatic
energy. The cutoff distance was set to 11 Å, both for the
LJ interactions and real-space electrostatics. Each run re-
quired about 5 wall-clock hours to be completed, using 32
cores of Intel Xeon 2.7 GHz processors. For the calcula-
tion of shear viscosity the Green-Kubo relations51, 52 were
used,

η(t) = V

kBT

∫ t

0
〈Pαβ (t0)Pαβ(t0 + t)〉dt, (1)

where V is the volume of the simulation box and Pαβ

denotes the off-diagonal element of the pressure tensor. The
angle brackets indicate an ensemble average over all time
origins t0. In order to improve statistics, we averaged the
autocorrelation functions over all independent off-diagonal
tensor elements53, 54 Pxy, Pxz, Pyz; because of rotational
invariance we also added the equivalent (Pxx − Pyy)/2 and
(Pyy − Pzz)/2 terms.55, 56 Viscosity at each state point and the
associated statistical uncertainty was calculated from seven
independent simulations, each starting from a different initial
configuration.

The vapor-liquid interfacial tensions were obtained by in-
terfacial molecular dynamics simulations using LAMMPS57

(5 September 2014 version). The computation scheme was

similar to that used for the determination of viscosities,
with simulations performed in the canonical (constant-NV T )
ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat.47, 48 Each run
needed about 25 wall-clock hours to be completed when ex-
ecuted on 32 cores. Since the computation time for the direct
interfacial simulations was longer, interfacial tensions were
calculated from a single simulation per state point, and sta-
tistical uncertainties were obtained from block averages. The
interfacial tension was evaluated as in a prior study,42 using
the diagonal stress tensor elements (Pxx, Pyy, and Pzz) through
the equation

γ = Lz

2
[〈Pzz〉 − 0.5 × (〈Pxx〉 + 〈Pyy〉)], (2)

where Lz is the longest dimension of the simulation box. The
vapor-liquid interface forms along the xy plane. In simula-
tions of inhomogeneous systems, truncation of the Lennard-
Jones or Buckingham Exp6 potential at a finite cutoff distance
leads to incorrect estimation of interfacial properties.58 In the
present work, instead of using an analytical tail correction, we
followed the approach of Veld et al.59 and applied the Ewald
summation method to the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones
and the Buckingham Exp6 potential. It was found that the
interfacial tensions were not sensitive to the cutoff distance
when using this approach. Electrostatic interactions were han-
dled by the particle-mesh Ewald summation method as indi-
cated previously.

C. Force field parameters

Tables I and II summarize the force field parameters for
the LJ and the Exp6 functional forms which are represented
by Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. As mentioned earlier, for the
case of water, the SPC10 and SPC/E13 models were consid-
ered in their original rigid formulations. Additionally, a semi-
flexible SPC/E model33 and an Exp6 model35 were also con-
sidered. These models are represented by three interactions
sites and three partial charges. For the SD14 and JC36 mod-
els of NaCl, each ion is represented by one LJ site and one
point charge located at the center of the ion. The TF model19

for NaCl was originally expressed as a Buckingham potential.
In the original formulation, an additional term proportional
to r−8 was present, however, for the present study this term
was neglected since it does not have a significant effect on the

TABLE I. LJ force field parameters for H2O and NaCl.

Model Atom σ (Å) ε/kB (K) q (e) Geometry

SPC/E O 3.166 78.197 − 0.8476 rOH = 1.0 Å
H . . . . . . +0.4238 θH–O–H = 109.5◦

Semiflex. O 3.166 78.197 − 0.8476 rOH = 1.0 Å
SPC/E H . . . . . . +0.4238 θH–O–H = 109.5◦

k
θ

= 46 067.5 K/rad2

SD Na+ 2.35 65.42 1.0 . . .
Cl− 4.40 50.32 − 1.0 . . .

JC Na+ 2.16 177.4 1.0 . . .
Cl− 4.831 6.434 − 1.0 . . .
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calculated properties. Thus, the final mathematical expression
is given by Eq. (5). It is straightforward to see that Eqs. (4)
and (5) are related by the expressions given in Eq. (6), which

allow the determination of values for {εij , r
min
ij , αij } for a

given set of Buckingham parameters {Aij, Bij, Cij}, such as
the TF potential for NaCl

ULJ(rij ) = 4εij

[(
σij

rij

)12

−
(

σij

rij

)6]
, (3)

UExp6(rij ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

6εij

αij − 6
exp

[
αij

(
1 − rij

rmin
ij

)]
− αij εij

αij − 6

(
rmin
ij

rij

)6

; rij > rcore
ij ,

∞; rij < rcore
ij

(4)

UBuck(rij ) = Ae
−Br

ij − C

r6
ij

, (5)

Aij = 6εij e
α

ij

αij − 6
; Bij = αij

rmin
ij

; Cij =
(
rmin
ij

)6
αij εij

αij − 6
. (6)

The values of σ ij are directly calculated as the distances
at which the corresponding potential is equal to zero using
Eq. (4). Table II shows the TF numerical values expressed
in terms of the Exp6 parameters obtained after following this
procedure. For the Exp6 parameters in Table II, we list the
values of σ instead of rmin for consistency with the Lennard-
Jones potential. In addition, a cutoff distance rcore is present
in the Exp6 potential of water (Eq. (4)), and its value can
be found elsewhere.35 For Monte Carlo simulations, config-
urations with oxygen-oxygen intermolecule distance smaller
than rcore are rejected, while such configurations are never
sampled in molecular dynamics simulations.

For both LJ and the Exp6 functional forms, the con-
ventional Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules were used to
calculate the unlike-pair interactions for εij and σ ij. These
rules consist of a geometric-mean combination for εij and an
arithmetic-mean combination for σ ij, as shown in Eq. (7). The
Exp6 models require two additional relations given by Eq. (8)

σij = σii + σjj

2
; εij = √

εiiεjj , (7)

rmin
ij = rmin

ii + rmin
jj

2
; αij = √

αiiαjj . (8)

For the SD and JC force fields, the LJ σ values are of the
same order of magnitude, with Cl− being larger, as expected
from the van der Waals radii of the isolated ions.60 Neverthe-

TABLE II. Exp6 force field parameters for H2O and NaCl. Geometry of
Exp6 water model: rOH = 1.0668 Å, θH–O- − H = 109.5◦.

Model Atom σ (Å) ε/kB (K) α q (e)

Exp6 O 3.195 159.78 12 − 0.7374
H . . . . . . . . . +0.3687

TF Na+ 5.468 0.276 17.24 1.0
Cl− 4.212 83.14 13.29 − 1.0

less, the numerical values of ε for ions in the SD model are
quite different from the JC model, e.g., the Cl− energy param-
eter of the SD force field is almost 10 times higher than the
JC one. For the case of the TF model, the σ value for Na+

is bigger than the one for Cl−, while the energy parameter ε

of Na+ is almost zero; the values of σ and ε control the soft-
ness of the repulsion at short distances, with a small ε making
it easier for counterions to approach. At longer distances, the
intermolecular interactions are dominated by the Coulombic
part of the potential, rather than the LJ or Exp6 part.

III. RESULTS

The vapor pressures, liquid densities, viscosities, and in-
terfacial tensions were obtained using the force field models
given in Sec. II. Numerical data and simulation uncertainties
are listed in the supplementary material.61 Simulation data ex-
tend to concentrations above the experimental solubility of
NaCl in water at the corresponding temperatures and pres-
sures. For many of the models studied, model solubilities are
actually lower than the experimental ones.62 However, crystal
nucleation in simulations of supersaturated solutions is ex-
tremely difficult, as it has to occur by a homogeneous mecha-
nism in a small system. We have confirmed that for all models
and concentrations studied the simulation runs were at homo-
geneous solution conditions, by calculating the pair correla-
tion functions between positive and negative ions (shown as
figures in the supplementary material61), and by following the
time evolution of configurations to ensure that no large ionic
aggregates are present.

A. Vapor pressures

Figure 1 shows the vapor pressures as a function of the
NaCl concentration in molal units (mol NaCl/kg of H2O) at
two temperatures, T = 373 K on the left side and T = 473 K
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FIG. 1. Vapor pressures, Psat (bar), for the system H2O + NaCl at T = 373
K (left) and T = 473 K (right), versus molality m (mol NaCl/kg H2O). Solid
black lines are experimental data from Ref. 63. Magenta open and filled
squares are for SPC water combined with JC and SD salt models, respec-
tively. Red open and filled circles are for SPC/E combined with JC and SD,
respectively. Blue open and filled diamonds are for the semiflexible SPC/E
with JC and SD, respectively. Green triangles are for the Exp6 plus TF model.
Colored lines through the points are linear least-square fits to the correspond-
ing data sets.

on the right side. The vapor pressures at T = 298 K were also
obtained for several model combinations. However, the calcu-
lated vapor pressures at 298 K have larger relative statistical
uncertainties because their absolute values are low; results at
298 K are not shown in Figure 1, but given in the supplemen-
tary material.61

The LJ combinations with the older SPC model best de-
scribe the experimental data for the vapor pressures, primar-
ily because the SPC model is close to the vapor pressure of
pure water at this temperature. The two salt models, JC and
SD, give comparable results, mostly within their respective
error bars, but with a slight overall systematic advantage for
the SPC+JC model. The combinations that use SPC/E as the
water model underpredict the vapor pressures of the mixture
by a factor of a little over two. Despite the fact that inclusion
of flexibility improves the surface tension and liquid densities
of pure water,33 for the vapor pressure we find that flexibil-
ity makes the predictions worse relative to the rigid SPC or
SPC/E models. Similar results are found with the semiflexi-
ble SPC/E model using the SD ion model. For the Exp6 +
TF model combination, the pure component vapor pressure is
well represented, so the results start from the correct limit at
m = 0, but the mixture vapor pressure remains almost con-
stant as the salt concentration increases. In a separate study,62

this model combination was also found to be poor for the salt
activity coefficients in the water phase at T = 298 K. A pos-
sible reason for these failures may be the inadequate repre-
sentation of the structure of pure liquid water for the Exp6
model.35 Another possible reason may be that the TF model
that was parameterized for the solid, rather than the aqueous,
environment.

The effect of the differences in predictions of the pure
component vapor pressures can be eliminated by replotting

FIG. 2. Vapor pressure ratios, Psat/P0 for the system H2O + NaCl at
T = 473 K versus molality m (mol NaCl/kg H2O). Symbols and lines are
as in Figure 1.

the data of Figure 1 as the ratio of the vapor pressure at a
given molality, Psat, over the vapor pressure of the pure com-
ponent for the corresponding model, P0, at m = 0. Results
for T = 473 K are shown in Figure 2, in which the error bars
have been omitted for clarity; similar results were obtained
at T = 373 K. This ratio coincides at low pressures with the
activity of the solvent, and is in turn related to the osmotic
coefficient of the solution. Figure 2 shows that the semiflex-
ible SPC/E+JC model is the one closest to the experimental
data, slightly underpredicting the ratio Psat/P0 at all concen-
trations. The semiflexible SPC/E+SD combination is almost
as good as the semiflexible SPC/E+JC, with deviations in the
opposite direction, slightly overpredicting Psat/P0. The same
trend, overprediction of the ratio Psat/P0 for the SD salt model
and underprediction for the JC model is seen for the SPC/E
water model. The exp6+TF model combination is totally in-
adequate, predicting a much lower slope for Psat/P0 versus
salt molality m relative to the experimental data and the other
model combinations.

B. Densities

Figure 3 shows the liquid densities of the mixture at
T = 298, 373, and 473 K, for a subset of the models of
Figure 1. Two different pressures were studied, P = 100 and
1000 bars, shown on the left and right side, respectively. All
model combinations follow the experimental trend, i.e., the
mixture density increases as a function of the molality. In
general, predicted densities are in reasonable agreement with
the experimental data,63 although the Exp6 + TF combination
significantly underestimates the densities at 473 K. The best
density predictions are given by the semiflexible SPC/E water
with the JC ion model. The inclusion of flexibility improves
the densities of the mixtures but has a negative impact on the
vapor pressure predictions, as seen earlier. Contrary to the va-
por pressure case, where the differences between the SD and
JC ion models were small, for the liquid density predictions
the differences become more significant at high molalities; the
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FIG. 3. Liquid densities ρ (kg/m3) versus molality m (mol NaCl/kg H2O) at
T = 298, 373, and 473 K. Left and right figures correspond to P = 100 and
1000 bars, respectively. Solid lines are experimental data taken from Ref. 63.
Symbols are as in Figure 1.

SD salt model better represents the effect of salt on the den-
sity at P = 100 bars at all three temperatures studied. The
SPC model was not included for this part of the study since
it is known that it does not reproduce accurately the liquid
density of pure water.

C. Viscosities

Figure 4 shows the viscosities at T = 373 and 473 K as a
function of salt concentration. Simulations were performed at
constant pressures of P = 2 and P = 20 bars, slightly higher
than the vapor pressures at the corresponding temperatures.
The experimental data correspond to vapor-liquid equilibrium

FIG. 4. Viscosities η (cP) versus molality m (mol NaCl/kg H2O) at
T = 373 K on the left side and T = 473 K on the right side. Black solid
lines correspond to experimental data.63 Symbols are as in Figure 1. Simula-
tions were performed at constant pressures of P = 2 bars and P = 20 bars,
respectively, while the experimental data correspond to vapor-liquid equilib-
rium conditions at the corresponding temperature and composition.

conditions (pressure varies with composition as shown in
Figure 1), but at these temperatures the effects of pressure
on viscosity are negligible compared to simulation uncertain-
ties, for small pressure differences. Five different models were
considered, namely, the rigid and semiflexible SPC/E with
JC and SD, and the Exp6+TF combination. The SPC water
model was not studied because it does not give good predic-
tions of viscosities of the pure fluid.

As shown here, the viscosity increases with salt concen-
tration, in qualitative agreement with the experimental trend.
The rate of increase is higher than the experimental slope for
all models, with the exception of exp6+TF. Thus, for all the
LJ combinations, the viscosity predictions are in better agree-
ment with experimental data at low molalities than at high
molalities. Predictions using the SPC/E rigid model with the
JC ion model are higher than for the SD ion model, so the
combination SPC/E+SD produces the best results for the con-
ditions studied. Similar to the vapor pressure case, inclusion
of flexibility on the SPC/E water model has an adverse effect
on the predictions, producing viscosities which at high mo-
lalities are overestimated by a factor of two with respect to
the experimental values. Finally, in contrast to the LJ results,
the Exp6+TF model underpredicts the viscosities for all the
conditions studied.

D. Vapor-liquid interfacial tensions

Figure 5 shows the simulation predictions for the vapor-
liquid interfacial tension as function of salt concentration at
T = 298, 373, and 473 K. Four different force field model
combinations were considered: the rigid SPC/E model with
SD and JC, and the semiflexible version of the SPC/E model
with SD and JC. The SPC model was not investigated in this
part, since it significantly underestimates the surface tension
of pure water. Additionally, the Exp6 with TF model was also
not studied here, due to its unrealistic behavior for the vapor
pressure shown in Figure 1.

FIG. 5. Vapor-liquid interfacial tensions γ in mN/m versus molality m in mol
NaCl/kg H2O at T = 298, 373, and 473 K. Black continuous line corresponds
to experimental data at T = 298 K.64 Symbols are as in Figure 1.
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From the results of Figure 5, the interfacial tensions are
seen to increase with salt concentration, in agreement with
the experimental trend.64 All model combinations underes-
timate the interfacial tension at 298 K at all concentrations
(including the pure fluid). A similar underestimation can be
expected at 373 K and 473 K, even though experimental
data for γ are not available at the higher temperatures as a
function of salt content; pure water has γ equal to 58.9 and
37.7 mN/m, respectively. The semiflexible version of the
SPC/E water model gives a better value for the interfacial
tension relative to the rigid SPC/E water model, which in-
dicates that inclusion of flexibility in the SPC/E water model
has a favorable effect for the estimation of interfacial proper-
ties. The interfacial tensions predicted from the semiflexible
SPC/E with the SD ion model are similar to those obtained
from the semiflexible SPC/E with the JC ion model. When
combined with the rigid SPC/E water model, JC and SD mod-
els also yield similar interfacial tensions. Because of this, the
interfacial tensions calculated from the rigid SPC/E with the
JC ion model are given in the supplementary material61 and
not shown in Figure 5.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An extensive study involving several force field combi-
nations was carried out in order to determine the best alter-
natives for molecular-simulation based description of vapor
pressures, liquid densities, viscosities, and vapor-liquid inter-
facial data for the H2O + NaCl mixture. Although it was
found that none of the studied combinations are able to de-
scribe simultaneously all the properties of interest, some mod-
els give a good quantitative description of individual proper-
ties. The best combinations can be summarized as follows: (i)
SPC water plus JC ion model for vapor pressures, (ii) semi-
flexible SPC/E+JC for liquid densities, (iii) SPC/E+SD for
viscosities, and (iv) semiflexible SPC/E+SD or JC for the
interfacial tensions. Inclusion of flexibility decreases vapor
pressures and increases viscosities with respect to the rigid
models. For that reason, despite the fact that using the semi-
flexible model gives good accuracy for density estimations
in general, it is probably not a good alternative; the SPC/E
model in its rigid version with the JC ion model is likely to
be a better option. The Exp6+TF model combination was
found to be inaccurate, as it cannot reproduce the trends on
the mixture vapor pressure as a function of molality even
qualitatively.

In recent work, our group has studied the behavior of the
binary mixture H2O + CO2 at several conditions of pressures
and temperatures characteristic of the carbon sequestration
process.34 It was found that the Exp6 potentials can reproduce
accurately the mutual solubilities of the system using non-
Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules between unlike molecules.
The ternary system CO2 + H2O + NaCl is of clear relevance
for geochemical storage applications. Given the conclusions
of the present study, new Exp6 models for NaCl compatible
with the Errington-Panagiotopoulos water model will need
to be developed in order to obtain a good description of the
ternary system. Studies of such models will also shed light
on the underlying reasons for the inaccurate predictions dis-

cussed in Sec. III A. Alternatively, polarizable salt and water
models can be explored to obtain the properties over broad
ranges of temperature and density.
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